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NHS Five Year Forward View: How
does Dragon Medical harness
technology and innovation?
One of the core next steps of the NHS Five Year Forward View is ‘harnessing
technology and innovation.’ As the health service drives toward entirely digitised
patient health records, NHS staff can at times feel themselves under increased
pressure to deliver these. Dragon Medical offers an ideal solution for the
Forward View, as it enables clinicians to use their own voices to create rich and
detailed electronic patient records.
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The NHS Five Year Forward View (5yfv) has given the health service a framework for
improving and modernising itself. To quote from the report itself, it has, “set out a clear
direction for the NHS – showing why change is needed and what it will look like.” ‘Harnessing
technology and innovation’ meanwhile is one of the important ‘next steps’ currently being
discussed for realising the 5yfv.
One of the cornerstones of the NHS Forward View is that the organisation will, “exploit the
information revolution,” including implementing, “fully interoperable electronic health records
so that patients’ records are largely paperless [and so that] patients will have full access to
these records.” The 5yfv also calls for a, “1.5% net efficiency increase each year,” in line with
reduced budget increases. This, and a drive to “make patients records available to the right
clinicians wherever they are”, calls for innovative IT solutions across all NHS workplaces, and
this is where Nuance’s Dragon Medical can help.

Driving efficiency in patient documentation
Dragon Medical provides NHS practices and trusts with the ability to turn healthcare
professionals’ verbal notes and clinical narratives into detailed textual health records which
can be accessed as needed, either locally or via the cloud. Using sophisticated speech-to-text
technology, the software recognises an extensive range of clinical vocabulary and is able to
adapt to the individual clinician’s voice, style of speaking and even accent. This has several
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positive impacts on patient documentation:
Less time taken on EPR – While some doctors and others dictate notes verbally at
present, often this is done via a simple voice recorder, and the notes are then typed
up by a secretary. By being able to speak directly into the EPR system, at rates of up
to 160 words per minute with 99% accuracy, less time is spent on the notes and
personnel are freed up to engage with patients more.
More in-depth notes and letters – Clinical notes can flow much more freely when they
are spoken with the confidence that they will be automatically transcribed. This can
mean enhanced communications between different clinicians and specialists, and
thus better care for the patient.

Digitising the NHS
A paperless NHS is at the heart of not just the Five Year Forward View but the organisation’s
view of itself beyond that scope. Dragon Medical is the ideal tool for this challenge because it
provides a direct interface between the clinician’s observations and the electronic health
record. It’s even been found that doctors can dictate three times faster than they can type, so
voice recognition solutions are a logical choice going forwards.

Reducing administration costs
Whether it’s the hours spent by medical staff themselves on typing up patient notes or the
hours that their secretaries spend typing up their dictated recordings, accurate and detailed
patient records usually carry a substantial price tag over time. By reducing the amount of time
spent on those notes, Dragon Medical can help the NHS to reduce these overheads
significantly.
If you’re looking to improve your clinical documentation, take a closer look at Dragon Medical.
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More Information
Discover the power of speech-to-text
Wondering how you’ll keep step with the NHS’ goal towards greater
digitisation and efficiency. Find out more about Dragon Medical today.
Learn more
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About Sarah Fisher
Sarah Fisher is regional marketing manager at Nuance healthcare division
covering UK, Ireland and APAC. Sarah has 25 years in marketing and
sales at companies including Xerox, Siemens and Cisco. A spell at
Novartis leading a team to deliver ‘more-than-medicines’ solutions in UK
healthcare combined her degree and a first job in Pharmacology research
with a passion for the potential of healthcare IT to overcome the many
challenges faced by all healthcare systems. In her spare time Sarah leaps
fences and tackles tricky trails pursuing her hobbies of horse trials and
mountain biking.
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